Cerebral circulatory arrest detected by insonation of extracranial arteries

Paro circulatorio cerebral detectado mediante la insonación de arterias extracraneales
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Figure 1

Transcranial doppler (TCD) is able to detect cerebral circulatory arrest (CCA), aiding in confirming the clinical diagnosis of brain death (BD). However, approximately 15% of patients lack optimal bone windows for TCD evaluation. At this instance, intensivists should consider that evaluation of the extracranial arteries in the neck can display the same CCA patterns as interrogation of intracranial arteries. A 54-year-old female patient with history of obesity and arterial hypertension was admitted in coma to the ICU shortly after suffering a massive brainstem hemorrhage. No signs of BD were demonstrated at admission. TCD was not able to recognize intracranial arterial flow due to a lack of optimal bone windows. Doppler interrogation of bilateral internal carotid (ICA) and vertebral artery (VA) in the neck using a linear probe were used to demonstrate the progression of waveforms from a high pulsatility, not corresponding to CCA (Fig. 1A and B), to a reverberating pattern, demonstrated by retrograde diastolic flow (arrows) (Fig. 1C and D), over an observing period of 16 h, corresponding to CCA and fully coexisting with the clinical criteria for diagnosing BD.
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